Difference And Repetition
gilles deleuze difference and repetition - repetition and difference repetition is not generality. repetition
and generality must be distinguished in several ways. every formula which implies their confusion is
regrettable: for example, when we say that two things are as alike as two drops of water; or when we identify
‘there is only a science of the general’ with ‘there is only a difference and repetition pdf - book library has always subsumed difference under identity), repetition describes the modes of synthesis taking place in
relating differences to differences through differences (deleuze argues that repetition is not the repetition of
the same but of a difference and is thus productive). the final two chapters of preparing to learn from
difference and repetition - protevi - conclusion: difference and repetition at first glance we see that the
title / subject of the book, difference and repetition, structures the book. the conclusion repeats, with a
difference, the introduction, while chapter 4 repeats chapter 1 and chapter 5 repeats chapter 2. chapter 3 is
the center of the book, the pivot on which it turns. deleuze’s difference and repetition - difference and
repetition clearly. normally when we look at difference, we have two choices. either we see it as conceptual
difference, as in the case of leibniz, in which case we have not really understood what difference is, or we take
kant’s path, and recognise difference as non-conceptual. difference and repetition 3.10 conclusion: the
postulate ... - 128 deleuze's difference and repetition 3.10 conclusion: the postulate of knowledge
(164-7/204-8) there is one final postulate of the image of thought, and with it, one final reversai of platonism.
this is the postulate of knowledge. if problems are defined in terms of solutions, then our engagement with
difference and repetition: on guy debord's films - difference and repetition: on guy debord's films day of
the messiah's arrival, but without ceasing to repeat that these were forbid den calculations, because the
messiah's arrival is incalculable. yet at the same time, each historical moment is the time of his arrival. the
messiah has always already arrived, he is always already there. difference, repetition, and the
n[on(e)-all]: the ... - “difference” and “repetition” appear as key features of both philosophers’ systems,
these common terms do not denote common languages. the parallax view, then, will be re-appropriated in
such a way to mirror the divergence of difference and repetition as they deleuze s difference and
repetition phil 607 crn 26147 - "in difference and repetition (1968, english 1994), deleuze develops his
project in multiple directions. his work, he says, stems from the convergence of two lines of research: the
concept of difference without negation, and the concept of repetition, in which physical and mechanical
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